
COUNTY OF KNNOSHA
Orrrcn oF THE Sunnrrr

February 23,2OL8

Dear School Administrator

Yesterday on a radio show, I brought up the possibility that schools need to reconsider their policy for fire drills and evacuations. With

the recent shootings around the country, one ofthe methods used by shooters is to activate a fire alarm and then shoot students and

teachers as we have instinctively been taught to leave the school as quickly as possible. ln the past, I know we have praised our staff

and students for exiting a building in an incredibly short amount of time. This may not be in the best interest of safety as demonstrated

recently with the mass shootings ín our schools.

We may want to reconsider how we think about, train and actually perform drills and evacuations. Sending students and faculty out

emergency exits as quickly as possible in the case of a real fire I am sure is the best bet for safety... but that is only in a real fire situation.

ln the case of a false alarm being pulled with the intent of a shooter to ambush as many people as possible in an already slightly chaotic

situation makes it far too easy to fulfill his mission, kill or injure as many people as possible in a short amount of time. The chaos also

allows the shooter to easily exit the area as people are scrambling for safety.

Please start a discussion within your school on how to best handle a fire alarm that is pulled that is not a drill. You may want to

consider a policy that allows a timely evacuation, but precautions are built in before a mass exodus. You may want to create a policy

that:

o Prepares students to leave the building, but keeps them in the classroom lined up waiting for official word from the office.

o A fire alarm triggers school staff to locate the alarm that was activated and confirm either flames or smoke. Also, in this

confirmation we should make sure this is not just a small garbage can fire started in order to cause the evacuation of a school.

ln reality, schools do not burn easily with all the steel and concrete in the structure.

o lfthereisasmall fire,canpeoplebemovedtoadistantpartoftheschool andbepreparedtoexitiftheneedcontinues. This

could buy time for fire and police to get to the school to evaluate the risks both inside and outside the school.

o ln the event it is determined that an evacuation is necessary, evaluate exits that would run the greatest risk to shooters hiding

in order to carry out their mission.

o Have a single staff member check outside the exit and do their best to determine if the area is safe for students to exit.

This is just a start to thinking about ways to improve the safety of our faculty and students. There is no one solution or right or wrong

way to deal with the people that want to cause all of us harm. This is a very complicated issue, but there are small steps we can take

to lessen the risks and make it more difficult for others to harm our children and staff.

This may be just one issue that can be discussed as you look at your school's safety plans already in place to see improvements or

what improvements can be made. I have already spoken to the Administrator of Kenosha Unified and she said they are already in the

planning stages in order to find ways to improve school safety. Do not forget that your local Sheriff, Police Department and Fire

Departments would be more than willing to assist you as well.

Sincerely,

David G. Beth
Kenosha County Sheriff
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